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Abstract17
Let A ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a matrix with z zeroes and u ones and x be an n-dimensional vector of formal18
variables over a semigroup (S, ◦). How many semigroup operations are required to compute the19
linear operator Ax?20
As we observe in this paper, this problem contains as a special case the well-known range21
queries problem and has a rich variety of applications in such areas as graph algorithms, functional22
programming, circuit complexity, and others. It is easy to compute Ax using O(u) semigroup23
operations. The main question studied in this paper is: can Ax be computed using O(z) semigroup24
operations? We prove that in general this is not possible: there exists a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n25
with exactly two zeroes in every row (hence z = 2n) whose complexity is Θ(nα(n)) where α(n)26
is the inverse Ackermann function. However, for the case when the semigroup is commutative,27
we give a constructive proof of an O(z) upper bound. This implies that in commutative settings,28
complements of sparse matrices can be processed as efficiently as sparse matrices (though the29
corresponding algorithms are more involved). Note that this covers the cases of Boolean and tropical30
semirings that have numerous applications, e.g., in graph theory.31
As a simple application of the presented linear-size construction, we show how to multiply two32
n × n matrices over an arbitrary semiring in O(n2) time if one of these matrices is a 0/1-matrix33
with O(n) zeroes (i.e., a complement of a sparse matrix).34
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1 Introduction45
1.1 Problem Statement and New Results46
Let A ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a matrix with z zeroes and u ones, and x = (x1, . . . , xn) be an n-47
dimensional vector of formal variables over a semigroup (S, ◦). In this paper, we study the48
complexity of the linear operator Ax, i.e., how many semigroup operations are required to49
compute a vector whose i-th element is50 ∑
1≤j≤n
∧
Aij=1
xj51
where the summation is over the semigroup operation ◦.1 More specifically, we are interested52
in lower and upper bounds involving z and u. Matrices with u = O(n) are usually called sparse,53
whereas matrices with z = O(n) are called complements of sparse matrices. Computing all54
n outputs of Ax directly (i.e. using the above definition) takes O(u) semigroup operations.55
The main question studied in this paper is: can Ax be computed using O(z) semigroup56
operations? Note that it is easy to achieve O(z) complexity if ◦ has an inverse. Indeed, in57
this case Ax can be computed via subtraction: Ax = (U − A)x = Ux − Ax, where U is58
the all-ones matrix whose linear operator can be computed trivially using O(n) semigroup59
operations, and A is the complement of A and therefore has only z = O(n) ones.60
1.1.1 Commutative Case61
Our first main result shows that in the commutative case, complements of sparse matrices62
can be processed as efficiently as sparse matrices. Specifically, we prove that if the semigroup63
is commutative, Ax can be computed in O(z) semigroup operations; or, more formally, there64
exists a circuit of size O(z) that uses x = (x1, . . . , xn) as an input and computes Ax by only65
applying the semigroup operation ◦ (we provide the formal definition of the computational66
model in Section 2.3). Moreover, the constructed circuits are uniform in the sense that they67
can be generated by an efficient algorithm. Hence, our circuits correspond to an elementary68
algorithm that uses no tricks like examining the values xj , i.e., the semigroup operation ◦ is69
applied in a (carefully chosen) order that is independent of the specific input x.70
I Theorem 1. Let (S, ◦) be a commutative semigroup, and A ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a matrix71
with z = Ω(n) zeroes. There exists a circuit of size O(z) that uses a vector x = (x1, . . . , xn)72
of formal variables as an input, uses only the semigroup operation ◦ at internal gates, and73
outputs Ax. Moreover, there exists a randomized algorithm that takes the positions of z zeroes74
of A as an input and outputs such a circuit in time O(z) with probability at least 1− O(log5 n)n .75
There also exists a deterministic algorithm with running time O(z + n log4 n).76
We state the result for square matrices to simplify the presentation. Theorem 1 generalizes77
easily to show that Ax for a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}m×n with z = Ω(n) zeroes can be computed78
using O(m+ z) semigroup operations. Also, we assume that z = Ω(n) to be able to state an79
upper bound O(z) instead of O(z + n). Note that when z < n, the matrix A is forced to80
contain all-one rows that can be computed trivially.81
1 Note that the result of summation is undefined in case of an all-zero row, because semigroups have
no neutral element in general. One can trivially sidestep this technical issue by adding an all-one
column n+ 1 to the matrix A, as well as the neutral element xn+1 into the vector. Alternatively, we
could switch from semigroups to monoids, but we choose not to do that, since we have no use for the
neutral element and associated laws in the rest of the paper.
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The following corollary generalizes Theorem 1 from vectors to matrices.82
I Corollary 2. Let (S, ◦) be a commutative semigroup. There exists a deterministic algorithm83
that takes a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n with z = O(n) zeroes and a matrix B ∈ Sn×n and computes84
the product AB in time O(n2).85
1.1.2 Non-commutative Case86
As our second main result, we show that commutativity is essential: for a faithful non-87
commutative semigroup S (the notion of faithful non-commutative semigroup is made formal88
later in the text), the minimum number of semigroup operations required to compute Ax89
for a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n with z = O(n) zeroes is Θ(nα(n)), where α(n) is the inverse90
Ackermann function.91
I Theorem 3. Let (S, ◦) be a faithful non-commutative semigroup, x = (x1, . . . , xn) be92
a vector of formal variables, and A ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a matrix with O(n) zeroes. Then Ax93
is computable using O(nα(n)) semigroup operations, where α(n) is the inverse Ackermann94
function. Moreover, there exists a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n with exactly two zeroes in every row95
such that the minimum number of semigroup operations required to compute Ax is Ω(nα(n)).96
1.2 Motivation97
The complexity of linear operators is interesting for many reasons.98
Range queries. In the range queries problem, one is given a vector x = (x1, . . . , xn) over99
a semigroup (S, ◦) and multiple queries of the form (l, r), and is required to output the100
result xl ◦ xl+1 ◦ · · · ◦ xr for each query. It is a classical problem in data structures and101
algorithms with applications in many fields, such as bioinformatics and string algorithms,102
computational geometry, image analysis, real-time systems, and others. We review some103
of the less straightforward applications as well as a rich variety of algorithmic techniques104
for the problem in the full version of the paper [9].105
The linear operator problem is a natural generalization of the range queries problem:106
each row of the matrix A defines a subset of the elements of x that need to be summed up107
and this subset is not required to be a contiguous range. The algorithms (Theorem 1 and108
Corollary 2) and hardness results (Theorem 3) for the linear operator problem presented109
in this paper are indeed inspired by some of the known results for the range queries110
problem.111
Graph algorithms. Various graph path/reachability problems can be reduced naturally to112
matrix multiplication. Two classic examples are: (i) the all-pairs shortest path problem113
(APSP) is reducible to min-plus matrix multiplication, and (ii) the number of triangles in114
an undirected graph can be found by computing the third power of its adjacency matrix.115
It is natural to ask what happens if a graph has O(n) edges or O(n) anti-edges (as usual,116
by n we denote the number of nodes). In many cases, an efficient algorithm for sparse117
graphs (O(n) edges) is straightforward whereas an algorithm with the same efficiency for118
complements of sparse graphs (O(n) anti-edges) is not. For example, it is easy to solve119
APSP and triangle counting on sparse graphs in time O(n2), but achieving the same120
time complexity for complements of sparse graphs is more complicated. Theorem 1 and121
Corollary 2 give a black-box way to solve these two problems on complements of sparse122
graphs in time O(n2).123
Matrix multiplication over semirings. Fast matrix multiplication methods rely essentially124
on the ring structure of the underlying set of elements. The first such algorithm was125
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given by Strassen, the current record upper bound is O(n2.373) [13, 4]. The removal of126
the inverse operation often drastically increases the complexity of algorithmic problems127
over algebraic structures, and even the complexity of standard computational tasks are128
not well understood over tropical and Boolean semirings (see, e.g. [12, 6]). For various129
important semirings, we still do not know an n3−ε (for a constant ε > 0) upper bound130
for matrix multiplication, e.g., the strongest known upper bound for min-plus matrix131
multiplication is n3/ exp(
√
logn) [12].132
The interest in computations over such algebraic structures has recently grew substantially133
throughout the Computer Science community with the cases of Boolean and tropical134
semirings being of the main interest (see, for example, [8, 12, 2]). From this perspective,135
the computation complexity over sparse and complements of sparse matrices is one of the136
most basic questions. Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 therefore characterise natural special137
cases when efficient computations are possible.138
Functional programming. Algebraic data structures for graphs developed in the functional139
programming community [10] can be used for representing and processing densely-140
connected graphs in linear (in the number of vertices) time and memory. As we discuss in141
the full version of the paper [9], Theorem 1 yields an algorithm for deriving a linear-size142
algebraic graph representation for complements of sparse graphs.143
Circuit complexity. Computing linear operators over a Boolean semiring ({0, 1},∨) is a well-144
studied problem in circuit complexity. The corresponding computational model is known145
as rectifier networks. An overview of known lower and upper bounds for such circuits is146
given by Jukna [7, Section 13.6]. Theorem 1 states that very dense linear operators have147
linear rectifier network complexity.148
1.3 Organization149
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce necessary150
definitions. In Section 3 we present the results on commutative case. In Section 4 we present151
the results on the non-commutative case. Due to the space constraints many proofs are152
omitted. They can be found in the full version of the paper [9].153
2 Background154
2.1 Semigroups and Semirings155
A semigroup (S, ◦) is an algebraic structure, where the operation ◦ is closed, i.e., ◦ : S×S → S,156
and associative, i.e., x ◦ (y ◦ z) = (x ◦ y) ◦ z for all x, y, and z in S. Commutative (or abelian)157
semigroups introduce one extra requirement: x ◦ y = y ◦ x for all x and y in S.158
A commutative semigroup (S, ◦) can often be extended to a semiring (S, ◦, •) by intro-159
ducing another associative (but not necessarily commutative) operation • that distributes160
over ◦, that is161
x • (y ◦ z) = (x • y) ◦ (x • z)162
163
(x ◦ y) • z = (x • z) ◦ (y • z)164
hold for all x, y, and z in S. Since ◦ and • behave similarly to numeric addition and165
multiplication, it is common to give • a higher precedence to avoid unnecessary parentheses,166
and even omit • from formulas altogether, replacing it by juxtaposition. This gives a terser167
and more convenient notation, e.g., the left distributivity law becomes: x(y ◦ z) = xy ◦ xz.168
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We will use this notation, insofar as this does not lead to ambiguity. See the full version of169
the paper [9] for an overview of commonly used semigroups and semirings.170
2.2 Range Queries Problem and Linear Operator Problem171
In the range queries problem, one is given a sequence x1, x2, . . . , xn of elements of a fixed172
semigroup (S, ◦). Then, a range query is specified by a pair of indices (l, r), such that173
1 ≤ l ≤ r ≤ n. The answer to such a query is the result of applying the semigroup operation174
to the corresponding range, i.e., xl ◦ xl+1 ◦ · · · ◦ xr. The range queries problem is then to175
simply answer all given range queries. There are two regimes: online and offline. In the176
online regime, one is given a sequence of values x1 = v1, x2 = v2, . . . , xn = vn and is asked to177
preprocess it so that to answer efficiently any subsequent query. By “efficiently” one usually178
means in time independent of the length of the range (i.e., r − l + 1, the time of a naive179
algorithm), say, in time O(logn) or O(1). In this paper, we focus on the offline version, where180
one is given a sequence together with all the queries, and are interested in the minimum181
number of semigroup operations needed to answer all the queries. Moreover, we study a more182
general problem: we assume that x1, . . . , xn are formal variables rather than actual semigroup183
values. That is, we study the circuit size of the corresponding computational problem.184
The linear operator problem generalizes the range queries problem: now, instead of185
contiguous ranges one wants to compute sums over arbitrary subsets. These subsets are186
given as rows of a 0/1-matrix A.187
2.3 Circuits188
We assume that the input consists of n formal variables {x1, . . . , xn}. We are interested in the189
minimum number of semigroup operations needed to compute all given words {w1, . . . , wm}190
(e.g., for the range queries problem, each word has a form xl ◦ xl+1 ◦ · · · ◦ xr). We use the191
following natural circuit model. A circuit computing all these queries is a directed acyclic192
graph. There are exactly n nodes of zero in-degree. They are labelled with {1, . . . , n} and193
are called input gates. All other nodes have positive in-degree and are called gates. Finally,194
some m gates have out-degree 0 and are labelled with {1, . . . ,m}; they are called output195
gates. The size of a circuit is its number of edges (also called wires). Each gate of a circuit196
computes a word defined in a natural way: input gates compute just {x1, . . . , xn}; any other197
gate of in-degree r computes a word f1 ◦ f2 ◦ · · · ◦ fr where {f1, . . . , fr} are words computed198
at its predecessors (therefore, we assume that there is an underlying order on the incoming199
wires for each gate). We say that the circuit computes the words {w1, . . . , wm} if the words200
computed at the output gates are equivalent to {w1, . . . , wm} over the considered semigroup.201
For example, the following circuit computes range queries (l1, r1) = (1, 4), (l2, r2) = (2, 5),202
and (l3, r3) = (4, 5) over inputs {x1, . . . , x5} or, equivalently, the linear operator Ax where203
the matrix A is given below.204
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3
A =
1 1 1 1 00 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 1

205
For a 0/1-matrix A, by C(A) we denote the minimum size of a circuit computing the206
linear operator Ax.207
A binary circuit is a circuit having no gates of fan-in more than two. It is not difficult to208
see that any circuit can be converted into a binary circuit of size at most twice the size of209
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the original circuit. For this, one just replaces every gate of fan-in k, for k > 2, by a binary210
tree with 2k − 2 wires (such a tree contains k leaves hence k − 1 inner nodes and 2k − 2211
edges). In the binary circuit the number of gates does not exceed its size (i.e., the number212
of wires). And the number of gates in a binary circuit is exactly the minimum number of213
semigroup operations needed to compute the corresponding function.214
We call a circuit C computing A regular if for every pair (i, j) such that Aij = 1, there215
exists exactly one path from the input j to the output i. A convenient property of regular216
circuits is the following observation.217
B Observation 1. Let C be a regular circuit computing a 0/1-matrix A over a commutative218
semigroup. Then, by reversing all the wires in C one gets a circuit computing AT .219
Instead of giving a formal proof, we provide an example of a reversed circuit from the example220
given above. It is because of this observation that we require circuit outputs to be gates of221
out-degree zero (so that when reversing all the wires the inputs and the outputs exchange222
places).223
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3
AT =

1 0 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 1

224
3 Commutative Case225
This section is devoted to the proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 2. We start by proving two226
simpler statements to show how commutativity is important.227
I Lemma 4. Let S be a semigroup (not necessarily commutative) and let A ∈ {0, 1}n×n228
contain at most one zero in every row. Then C(A) = O(n).229
Proof. To compute the linear operator Ax, we first precompute all prefixes and suffixes of230
x = (x1, . . . , xn). Concretely, let pi = x1 ◦x2 ◦ · · · ◦xi. All pi’s can be computed using (n− 1)231
binary gates as follows:232
p1 = x1, p2 = p1 ◦ x2, p3 = p2 ◦ x3, . . . , pi = pi−1 ◦ xi, . . . , pn = pn−1 ◦ xn.233
Similarly, we compute all suffixes sj = xj ◦ xj+1 · · · ◦ xn using (n− 1) binary gates. From234
these prefixes and suffixes all outputs can be computed as follows: if a row of A contains no235
zeroes, the corresponding output is pn; otherwise if a row contains a zero at position i, the236
output is pi−1 ◦ si+1 (for i = 1 and i = n, we omit the redundant term). J237
In the rest of the section, we assume that the underlying semigroup is commutative.238
Allowing at most two zeroes per row already leads to a non-trivial problem. We give only239
a sketch of the solution below, since we will further prove a more general result. It is interesting240
to compare the following lemma with Theorem 3 that states that in the non-commutative241
setting matrices with two zeroes per row are already hard.242
I Lemma 5. Let A ∈ {0, 1}n×n contain at most two zeroes in every row. Then C(A) = O(n).243
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Proof sketch. Consider the following undirected graph: the set of nodes is {1, 2, . . . , n}; two244
nodes i and j are joined by an edge if there is a row having zeroes in columns i and j. In245
the worst case (all rows are different and contain exactly two zeroes), the graph has exactly246
n edges and hence it contains a cut (L,R) of size at least n/2. This cut splits the columns of247
the matrix into two parts (L and R). Now let us also split the rows into two parts: the top248
part T contains all columns that have exactly one zero in each L and R; the bottom part B249
contains all the remaining rows. What is nice about the top part of the matrix (T × (L∪R))250
is that it can be computed by O(n) gates (using Lemma 4). For the bottom part, let us cut251
all-1 columns out of it and make a recursive call (note that this requires the commutativity).252
The corresponding recurrence relation is T (n) ≤ cn+ T (n/2) for a fixed constant c, implying253
T (n) = O(n), and hence C(A) = O(n). J254
We now state a few auxiliary lemmas that will be used as building blocks in the proof of255
Theorem 1.256
I Lemma 6. There exists a binary regular circuit of size O(n logn) such that any range257
can be computed in a single additional binary gate using two gates of the circuit. It can be258
generated in time O(n logn).259
I Lemma 7. There exists a binary regular circuit of size O(n) such that any range of length260
at least logn can be computed in two binary additional gates from the gates of the circuit. It261
can be generated by an algorithm in time O(n).262
I Lemma 8. Let m ≤ n and A ∈ {0, 1}m×n be a matrix with z = Ω(n) zeroes and at most263
logn zeroes in every row. There exists a circuit of size O(z) computing Ax. Moreover,264
there exists a randomized O(z) time algorithm that takes as input the positions of z zeros265
and outputs a circuit computing Ax with probability at least 1− O(log5 n)n . There also exists266
a deterministic algorithm with running time O(n log4 n).267
Proof of Theorem 1. Denote the set of rows and the set of columns of A by R and C,268
respectively. Let R0 ⊆ R be all the rows having at least logn zeroes and R1 = R \R0. Every269
row of A can be decomposed into (maximal) contiguous ranges of ones. We will call them270
simply ranges of A. We will compute all of them. From these ranges, it takes O(z) additional271
binary gates to compute all the outputs.272
We compute the matrices R0 × C and R1 × C separately. The main idea is that R0 × C273
is easy to compute because it has a small number of rows (at most z/ logn), while R1 ×C is274
easy to compute because it has a small number of zeroes in every row (at most logn).275
The matrix R1 × C can be computed using Lemma 8. To compute R0 × C, it suffices to276
compute C × R0 by a regular circuit, thanks to the Observation 1. Let |R0| = t. Clearly,277
t ≤ z/ logn. Using Lemma 6, one can compute all ranges of C ×R0 by a circuit of size278
O(t log t+ z) = O
(
z
logn · log z + z
)
= O(z + n) = O(z) ,279
since z = O(n2).280
The algorithm for generating the circuit is just a combination of the algorithms from281
Lemmas 6 and 8. J282
Proof of Lemma 6. We adopt the divide-and-conquer construction by Alon and Schieber [1].283
Split the input range (1, n) into two half-ranges of length n/2: (1, n/2) and (n/2 + 1, n).284
Compute all suffixes of the left half and all prefixes of the right half. Using these precomputed285
suffixes and prefixes one can answer any query (l, r) such that l ≤ n/2 ≤ r in a single additional286
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gate. It remains to be able to answer queries that lie entirely in one of the halves. We do287
this by constructing recursively circuits for both halves. The resulting recurrence relation288
T (n) ≤ 2T (n/2) +O(n) implies that the resulting circuit has size at most O(n logn). J289
Proof of Lemma 7. We use the block decomposition technique for constructing the required290
circuit. Partition the input range (1, n) into n/ logn ranges of length logn and call them291
blocks. Compute the range corresponding to each block (in total size O(n)). Build a circuit292
from Lemma 6 on top of these blocks. The size of this circuit is O(n) since the number293
of blocks is n/ logn. Compute all prefixes and all suffixes of every block. Since the blocks294
partition the input range (1, n), this also can be done with an O(n) size circuit.295
Consider any range of length at least logn. Note that it cannot lie entirely inside the296
block. Hence, any such range can be decomposed into three subranges: a suffix of a block,297
a range of blocks, and a prefix of a block (where any of the three components may be empty).298
For example, for n = 16, a range (3, 13) is decomposed into a suffix (3, 4) of the first block,299
a range (2, 3) of blocks (B1, B2, B3, B4), and a prefix (13, 13) of the last block:300
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
B1 B2 B3 B4301
It remains to note that all these three components are already precomputed. J302
Proof of Lemma 8. All the z zeroes of A break its rows into ranges. Let us call a range303
short is its length is at most logn. We will show that it is possible to permute the columns304
of A so that the total length of all short ranges is at most O( nlogn ). Then, all such short305
ranges can be computed by a circuit of size O( lognn · n) = O(n) = O(z). All the remaining306
ranges can be computed by a circuit of size O(n) using Lemma 7.307
It is easy to construct the required permutation randomly. For this, one just estimates308
the expected total length of all short ranges in a random permutation. It is then possible to309
derandomize this approach using a greedy algorithm. We provide all formal details the full310
version of the paper [9].311
J312
Proof of Corollary 2. One deterministically generates a circuit for A of size O(n) in time313
O(n log4 n) = O(n2) by Theorem 1. This circuit can be used to multiply A by any column314
of B in time O(n). For this, one constructs a topological ordering of the gates of the315
circuits and computes the values of all gates in this order. Hence, AB can be computed in316
time O(n2). J317
4 Non-commutative Case318
In the previous section, we have shown that for commutative semigroups dense linear319
operators can be computed by linear size circuits. A closer look at the circuit constructions320
reveals that we use commutativity crucially: it is important that we may reorder the columns321
of the matrix (we do this in the proof of Lemma 8). In this section, we show that this trick322
is unavoidable: for non-commutative semigroups, it is not possible to construct linear size323
circuits for dense linear operators. Namely, we prove Theorem 3.324
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I Theorem 3. Let (S, ◦) be a faithful non-commutative semigroup, x = (x1, . . . , xn) be325
a vector of formal variables, and A ∈ {0, 1}n×n be a matrix with O(n) zeroes. Then Ax326
is computable using O(nα(n)) semigroup operations, where α(n) is the inverse Ackermann327
function. Moreover, there exists a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n with exactly two zeroes in every row328
such that the minimum number of semigroup operations required to compute Ax is Ω(nα(n)).329
4.1 Faithful semigroups330
We consider computations over general semigroups that are not necessarily commutative.331
In particular, we will establish lower bounds for a large class of semigroups and our lower332
bound does not hold for commutative semigroups. This requires a formal definition that333
captures semigroups with rich enough structure and in particular requires that a semigroup334
is substantially non-commutative.335
Previously lower bounds in the circuit model for a large class of semigroups were known for336
the Range Queries problem [14, 3]. These result are proven for a large class of commutative337
semigroups that are called faithful (we provide a formal definition below). Since we are338
dealing with non-commutative case we need to generalize the notion of faithfulness to339
non-commutative semigroups.340
To provide formal definition of faithfulness it is convenient to introduce the following341
notation. Suppose (S, ◦) is a semigroup. LetXS,n be a semigroup with generators {x1, . . . , xn}342
and with the equivalence relation consisting of identities in variables {x1, . . . , xn} over (S, ◦).343
That is, for two wordsW andW ′ in the alphabet {x1, . . . , xn} we haveW ∼W ′ in XS,n iff no344
matter which elements of the semigroup S we substitute for {x1, . . . , xn} we obtain a correct345
equation over S. In particular, note that if S is commutative (respectively, idempotent),346
then XS,n is also commutative (respectively, idempotent). The semigroup XS,n is studied347
in algebra under the name of relatively free semigroup of rank n of a variety generated by348
semigroup S [11]. We will often omit the subscript n and write simply XS since the number349
of generators will be clear from the context.350
Below we will use the following notation. Let W be a word in the alphabet {x1, . . . , xn}.351
Denote by Var(W ) the set of letters that are present in W .352
We are now ready to introduce the definition of a commutative faithful semigroup.353
I Definition 9 ([14, 3]). A commutative semigroup (S, ◦) is faithful commutative if for any354
equivalence W ∼W ′ in XS we have Var(W ) = Var(W ′).355
Note that this definition does not pose any restrictions on the cardinality of each letter356
in W and W ′. This allows to capture in this definition important cases of idempotent357
semigroups. For example, semigroups ({0, 1},∨) and (Z,min) are commutative faithful.358
We need to study the non-commutative case, and moreover, our results establish the359
difference between commutative and non-commutative cases. Thus, we need to extend the360
notion of faithfulness to non-commutative semigroups to capture their non-commutativity361
in the whole power. At the same time we would like to keep the case of idempotency. We362
introduce the notion of faithfulness for the non-commutative case inspired by the properties363
of free idempotent semigroups [5]. To introduce this notion we need several definitions.364
The initial mark of W is the letter that is present in W such that its first appearance365
is farthest to the right. Let U be the prefix of W consisting of letters preceding the initial366
mark. That is, U is the maximal prefix of W with a smaller number of generators. We call367
U the initial of W . Analogously we define the terminal mark of W and the terminal of W .368
I Definition 10. We say that a semigroup X with generators {x1, . . . , xn} is strongly non-369
commutative if for any wordsW andW ′ in the alphabet {x1, . . . , xn} the equivalenceW ∼W ′370
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holds in X only if the initial marks of W and W ′ are the same, terminal marks are the371
same, the equivalence U ∼ U ′ holds in X, where U and U ′ are the initials of W and W ′,372
respectively, and the equivalence V ∼ V ′ holds in X, where V and V ′ are the terminals of W373
and W ′, respectively.374
In other words, this definition states that the first and the last occurrences of generators375
in the equivalence separates the parts of the equivalence that cannot be affected by the rest of376
the generators and must therefore be equivalent themselves. We also note that this definition377
exactly captures the idempotent case: for a free idempotent semigroup the condition in this378
definition is “if and only if”[5].379
I Definition 11. A semigroup (S, ◦) is faithful non-commutative if XS is strongly non-380
commutative.381
We note that this notion of faithfulness is relatively general and is true for semigroups382
(S, ◦) with considerable degree of non-commutativity in their structure. It clearly captures383
free semigroups with at least two generators. It is also easy to see that the requirements384
in Definition 11 are satisfied for the free idempotent semigroup with n generators (if S is385
idempotent, then XS,n is also clearly idempotent and no other relations are holding in XS,n386
since we can substitute generators of S for x1, . . . , xn).387
Next we observe some properties of strongly non-commutative semigroups that we need388
in our constructions.389
I Lemma 12. Suppose X is strongly non-commutative. Suppose the equivalence W ∼W ′390
holds in X and |Var(W )| = |Var(W ′)| = k. Suppose U and U ′ are minimal (maximal)391
prefixes of W and W ′ such that |Var(U)| = |Var(U ′)| = l ≤ k. Then the equivalence U ∼ U ′392
holds in X. The same is true for suffixes.393
Proof. The proof is by induction on the decreasing l. Consider the maximal prefixes first.394
For l = k and maximal prefixes we just have U = W and U ′ = W ′. Suppose the statement is395
true for some l, and denote the corresponding prefixes by U and U ′, respectively. Then note396
that the maximal prefixes with l − 1 variables are initials of U and U ′. And the statement397
follows by Definition 10.398
The proof of the statement for minimal prefixes is completely analogous. Note that on the399
step of induction the prefixes differ from the previous case by one letter that are initial marks400
of the corresponding prefixes. So these additional letters are also equal by the Definition 10.401
The case of suffixes is completely analogous. J402
The next lemma is a simple corollary of Lemma 12.403
I Lemma 13. Suppose X is strongly non-commutative. Suppose W ∼W ′ holds in X. Let us404
write down the letters of W in the order in which they appear first time in W when we read405
it from left to right. Let’s do the same for W ′. Then we obtain exactly the same sequences406
of letters. The same is true if we read the words from right to left.407
4.2 Proof Strategy408
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3. The upper bound follows easily by a naive409
algorithm: split all rows of A into ranges, compute all ranges by a circuit of size O(nα(n))410
using Yao’s construction [14], then combine ranges into rows of A using O(n) gates.411
Thus, we focus on lower bounds. We will view the computation of the circuit as a412
computation in a strongly non-commutative semigroup X = XS .413
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We will use the following proof strategy. First we observe that it is enough to prove the414
lower bound for the case of idempotent strongly non-commutative semigroups X. Indeed,415
if X is not idempotent, we can factorize it by idempotency relations and obtain a strongly416
non-commutative idempotent semigroup Xid. A lower bound for the case of Xid implies417
lower bound for the case of X. We provide a detailed explanation in the full version of the418
paper [9].419
Hence, from this point we can assume thatX is idempotent and strongly non-commutative.420
Next for idempotent case we show that our problem is equivalent to the commutative version421
of the range query problem.422
For a semigroup X with generators {x1, . . . , xn} denote by Xsym its factorization under423
commutativity relations xixj ∼ xjxi for all i, j. Note that if X is idempotent and strongly424
non-commutative, then Xsym is just the semigroup in which W ∼W ′ iff Var(W ) = Var(W ′)425
(this is free idempotent commutative semigroup).426
I Theorem 14. For an idempotent strongly non-commutative X and for any s = Ω(n)427
we have that (commutative) range queries problem over Xsym has size O(s) circuits iff428
(non-commutative) dense linear operator problem over X has size O(s) circuits.429
Using this theorem, it is straightforward to finish the proof of Theorem 3. Indeed, by430
Theorem 14 if non-commutative dense linear operator problem has size s circuit, then the431
commutative range queries problem also does. However, for the latter problem it is proved432
by Chazelle and Rosenberg [3] that s = Ω(nα(n)). Moreover, in our construction for the433
proof of Theorem 14 it is enough to consider dense linear operators with exactly two zeroes434
in every row. From this the second part of Theroem 3 follows.435
Note that for the proof of Theorem 3 only one direction of Theorem 14 is needed. However,436
we think that the equivalence in Theorem 14 might be of independent interest, so we provide437
the proof for both directions.438
Thus, it remains to prove Theorem 14. We do this by showing the following equivalences439
for any s = Ω(n).440
(commutative) range
queries problem over
Xsym has O(s) size
circuits
(non-commutative)
range queries problem
over X has O(s) size
circuits
(non-commutative)
dense linear operator
problem over X has
O(s) size circuits
Lemma 16
special case
straightforward
Lemma 15
441
Note that two of the reductions on this diagram are trivial. The other two are formulated442
in the following lemmas.443
I Lemma 15. If the (non-commutative) dense linear operator problem over X has size s444
circuit then the (non-commutative) range queries problem over X has size O(s) circuit.445
I Lemma 16. If the (commutative) version of the range queries problem over Xsym has size446
s circuits then the (non-commutative) version over X also does.447
5 Open Problems448
There are two natural problems left open.449
1. Design a deterministic O(z) time algorithm for generating a circuit in the commutative450
case. For this, it suffices to design an O(n) deterministic algorithm for the following451
problem: given a list of positions of n zeroes of an n× n 0/1-matrix with at most logn452
zeroes in every row, permute its columns so that the total length of all segments of length453
at most O(logn) is O( nlogn ).454
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2. Determine the asymptotic complexity of the linear operator in terms of the number of455
zeroes in the non-commutative case.456
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